
Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River


Warren County Historical Society 
105 S. Broadway 

Lebanon, OH 45036 

ENCLOSED 



Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River


Warren County Historical Society 
105 S. Broadway 

Lebanon, OH 45036 

ENCLOSED 



Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River


Warren County Historical Society 
105 S. Broadway 

Lebanon, OH 45036 

ENCLOSED 



Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River


Warren County Historical Society 
105 S. Broadway 

Lebanon, OH 45036 

ENCLOSED 



Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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Glendower Opens for its 74th Summer 
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 Glendower Mansion and Gardens opened for its 74th summer season as an historic house museum 
and garden on Saturday, June 1, 2019. Hours of operation are from 12:00pm to 4:00 pm Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday through September. Members, as always are free. Regular admission for is adults $10.00, and 
students $6.00.  
 Glendower was built by John Milton Williams, a prominent Ohio statesman about 1845. Since that 
time the house has paid host to thousands of visitors from around the world both as a private residence 
and, beginning in 1945, as a house museum.  Well known by students of architecture as one of the finest 
examples of residential Greek revival architecture in the U.S., Glendower presents beautifully appointed 
rooms of furniture and decorative arts donated by decedents of Warren County’s pioneers. 
 “The house only had three private owners between 1845 and 1945, but each family has a story 
steeped in Ohio history”, said Elizabeth Grauwelman, Glendower’s chief docent and manager. “Telling 
these family’s stories not only entertains visitors but also educates them a little bit about Ohio history”.  
 For more information call 513-932-1817 or visit us online at www.glendower.org. 

Glendower is located at 105 Cincinnati Avenue in the Floraville district just south of downtown Lebanon.  

Director’s Report 
By Victoria Van Harlingen 

Late June 2019 

http://www.glendower.org


Neil Armstrong, Warren County Resident 
By John J. Zimkus, WCHS Historian 
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 "Today, the world honors and remembers 
that 50 years ago Apollo XI astronaut Neil 
Armstrong became the first man ever to step foot 
on the moon. Neil, however, would want to be 
remembered for more than that lunar walk five 
decades ago. Neil was a more than that. He was 
more than a Korean War Naval fighter pilot who 
flew 78 combat missions, or the civilian test pilot 
of the X-15 rocket/jet. He was more than an 
aerospace engineer and a university professor. 
He was a husband and a father. Neil Armstrong 
was also our neighbor. He was a citizen of 
Warren County, of Turtlecreek Township and of 
the Lebanon, Ohio area. For 23 years, Neil Alden 
Armstrong lived less than two miles from 
downtown Lebanon. He lived here longer than 
any other place during his 82 years on this earth. 
Many magazine and newspaper articles written 
about Neil refer to him as a recluse, a person who 
prized his privacy overall and was reluctant to 
give interviews. But, as many of you know, Neil 
did not live a solitary life nor did he withdrawal 
from society here in Warren County. He helped 
build the Countryside YMCA by serving on its 
first board of trustees. He had an office in town 
for over 20 years. He loved eating at her Village 
Ice Cream Parlor in Lebanon. 
 As James R. Hansen author of First Man: 
The Life of Neil A. Armstrong, an authorized 2005 
biography, pointed out in a speech in 2014 at   
the Armstrong Air and Space Museum in 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. “The idea that he was a 
recluse and wanted to avoid the media was false. 
He did not want to be rich or famous based on 
being the first man on the moon alone. He left 
that part of his life for the history books.” 
Perhaps the best way to describe Neil can be 
found in the statement his family released 
through NASA after he death on August 25, 2012. 
“Neil Armstrong was  . . . a reluctant American 
hero who always believed he was just doing his 
job.” 
 Neil, being a former Naval Aviator would 
probably have agreed with Admiral William 
“Bull” Halsey statement that, “There are no 
extraordinary men .  .  .  just extraordinary 

circumstances that ordinary men are forced to 
deal with.” Neil said multiple times that he was 
not an explorer. He was simply a pilot doing what 
he was trained to do. 
 Another part of the Armstrong family's 
statement read, “For those who may ask what 
they can do to honor Neil, we have a simple 
request. Honor his example of service, 
accomplishment and modesty.” 
 With that understood, I think he would 
have appreciated, that back on October 7, 2014, 
the City of Lebanon had a new 3/4 mile roadway 
dedicated as Neil Armstrong Way. It connects 
Ohio SR 123 and SR 63. This small but useful 
stretch of road serves his former neighbors of 
Warren County, Turtlecreek Township and 
Lebanon, Ohio. It makes their lives a little easier 
and safer. That would be The Neil Armstrong 
Way."  



 Fifty years ago today, 600 million people 
watched with bated breath as "the Eagle" would 
successfully land on the surface of the moon and 
Neil Armstrong would utter those now famous 
words: "One small step for a man, one giant leap 
for mankind." What the 600 million people may 
not have known was the stories behind that 
small step. 
 The Eagle lander had never been tested in 
the conditions before. Neil Armstrong and 
crewmate Michael Collins gave it a 50/50 shot at 
returning. President Richard Nixon prepared two 
speeches; one if the lander returned and 
another. "Fate has ordained that the men who 
went to the Moon to explore in peace will stay on 
the Moon to rest in peace. These brave men, Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is 
no hope for their recovery. But they also know 
that there is hope for mankind in their sacrifice." 
 With even odds, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and 
Neil Armstrong embarked toward the surface of 
the moon, a NASA landing program guiding them 
in. The program was to ensure the lander did so 
safely, however, part way into the process, the 
two men realized that the program was guiding 
them to land straight into a crater in which 
taking off from would have been nigh impossible. 
Armstrong got the go ahead to take control of the 
helm and land the Eagle in a new position, safely 
outside the crater, having only 20 seconds of 
landing fuel left. (Here's a wonderful video of the 
13 minutes leading up to and the actual landing.) 
 The 600 million people watching Neil 

Armstrong take his first steps on the moon did 
so via an 80ft satellite in Australia. Only having 
confirmed a live broadcast several weeks before, 
NASA wasn't sure what to expect. On the day, 
they came to discover that, due to the positioning 
of the Earth and their satellites, the Eagle 
lander's signal wouldn't be receivable by NASA 
until several minutes AFTER this historic event. 
Not only would the millions of people around the 
world miss the landing but NASA would not have 
contact with its astronauts or their vitals during 
this crucial phase of the mission. Luckily 
Australia wasn't in the space race with the US.  
 Armstrong would become the "first man" 
to step foot on the moon. Interestingly enough, 
on previous exploration missions, the 
commander would always stay behind while 
the subordinate did the exploring. Stories vary if 
NASA thought Armstrong should go first or if 
Aldrin deferred to his CO. In either case, Aldrin 
would still get to leave his footprints on 
the moon's surface 20 minutes later. However, 
out of jealousy, Aldrin took only five 
photographs of Armstrong while on the moon. 
The sixth image comes in the form of 
Armstrong's reflection in Aldrin's visor. 
 Michael Collins, often the forgotten 
member of Apollo 11, sat and had "a lonely cup 
of coffee" while Armstrong and Aldrin were on 
their mission. I'm sure he, as much as anyone, 
was glad his crewmates returned for their four 
day voyage home. 
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International History: Apollo XI Moon Landing 
taken from our Blog 

President Nixon with the Apollo XI crew. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/06/04/tech/armstrong-quote/
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/presidential-libraries/events/centennials/nixon/images/exhibit/rn100-6-1-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae6VJ6YU8uo
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/19/they-nailed-it-how-a-little-dish-in-australia-broadcast-the-moon-landing-to-the-world?fbclid=IwAR0SG0Z0e2cPxs-XDqJQXqdMtGArJrL365NOGrDEx-S6qZE3ZXctYsnAW08
https://www.wchsmuseum.org/blog/international-history-apollo-11-moon-landing


 

 Internationally recognized 
artist, John Vakaleris, recently 
wrapped a month long show of his 
work, that was on display in newly 
established Mote Gallery, of Harmon 
Museum. To show his appreciation, 
the artist has donated his 
work, Vakaleris Vacation, to 
Harmon Museum, with the intent 
that the piece be sold and proceeds 
used to benefit the museum. The 
work is oil on canvas and measures 
30" x 30". The painting is currently 
up for sale at the artist's suggested 
price of $3,600.  For more 
information about this piece and 
John Vakaleris, visit our blog at 
wchsmuseum.org/blog. 

C. F. Payne to Exhibit 
at Harmon Museum 

 C.F. Payne, the internationally known 
artist-illustrator will display work at Harmon 
Museum! Payne’s artwork has graced the covers 
of Time Magazine, Readers Digest, Sports 
Illustrated, The New York Times Book Review 
and Sunday Magazine, MAD Magazine, der 
Spiegel, U.S. News and World Report, The 
Atlantic Monthly, Texas Monthly, Boys Life and 
more. He has been commissioned to paint 
countless politicians, authors and entertainers. 
He has illustrated ten children’s picture books, 
including The Remarkable Farkle 
McBride and Micawber, written by John Lithgow. 
His artwork has been exhibited at The Cincinnati 
Art Museum, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Norman Rockwell Museum, The Society of 
Illustrators Museum of American Illustration, 
The Selby Gallery at Ringling College of Art and 
Design and numerous college and university 
galleries.  
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Artist John Vakaleris Donates Work to be Sold 

https://www.harmonmuseumohio.org/blog/entry/meet-the-artist%3A-john-vakaleris-90/?fbclid=IwAR2N0ZeHANFWAUizKr7z2Dl51n43PFiqUizK1Xn_DeQqXOkSVK_07j_lxPI


From now until September, Harmon Museum 
and Glendower Historic Mansion are proud to 
present: Brides of Yesteryear, 100 Years of 
Bridal Fashion. This exhibit, made up of 25+ 
wedding dresses from 1870s-1970s, are set up 
throughout the two museums. Guests can take 
a self-guided tour and witnessed as styles 
evolved through the years. Each dress 

is accompanied by the stories of the women 
that wore it and photos of them on their special 
day (when available), as well as period correct 
accessories. This exhibit was accompanied by 
a Lunch & Learn on the same topic on June 
12th. It was hosted by volunteer and textile 
expert, Lisa Holz.  
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Here Come the Brides! 



History of the Golden Lamb 
Courtesy of the Golden Lamb 
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 Jonas Seaman traveled from New Jersey  
to the Ohio Country and bought a $4 license to 
operate a “house of Public Entertainment” on 
Broadway in the newly-founded village of 
Lebanon in 1803. He probably never have 
imagined that more than 200 years later his 
establishment would still be offering food and 
lodging for travelers. Today, the Golden Lamb is 
recognized as the oldest continually operating 
business in Ohio. 
 The Golden Lamb owes its early success 
due to location – halfway between the great river 
town of Cincinnati and the National Road (now 
U.S. Route 40). Seaman’s establishment got its 
name from the sign hung outside the business – 
an image of a golden lamb – because many early 
travelers could not read. 
 Robert Jones took over the property in 
1926 and began transforming it into the 
restaurant and hotel that it has become. The 
Jones family still owns the Golden Lamb today. A 
fire at the Golden Lamb in 1928 forced the Jones’ 
to purchase second-hand pieces to replace 
furniture that had been lost. Little did they know 
their purchases would become a beautiful 
collection of Shaker artifacts and rare antiques 
that are still in use today throughout the 
restaurant and hotel. 
 Throughout its 200+ years, the Golden 
Lamb has hosted, entertained and provided 
lodging for many notable guests, but none more 
honorable than 12 United States presidents. 
From its early days as a stopping point between 
Cincinnati and the National Road to its historic 
legacy as a political stop in a battleground state, 
United States presidents have visited the Golden 
Lamb before, during and after their time in our 
nation’s highest office. Presidents that have 
visited the Golden Lamb include: 
 
John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William 
Henry Harrison, Ulysses S. Grant, Rutherford B. 
Hayes, James A. Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, 
William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren 
G. Harding, Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush. Images taken from our archives 
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 June 8th marked the birthday of American architect, interior designer, writer, and 
educator, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867). Even while his mother carried him, she believed he would 
become an architect. Little did she know, he would go on to become one of the most brilliant and 
sought after in American history, even being named the American Institute of Architects’ “greatest 
American architect of all time.” 
 During his career, spanning over seven decades, Wright designed 1,114 architectural works 
(532 were realized) including Falling Water, Taliesin West and the Guggenheim Museum. Warren 
County actually boasts one of Wright's designs as well. 
 "I believe in God, only I spell it Nature." Wright had a spiritual and romantic view of nature. 
This philosophy was the basis of all his work and can be seen throughout his designs. "The good 
building is not one that hurts the landscape, but one which makes the landscape more beautiful than 
it was before the building was built." 
In a time of heavy pollution due fossil fuel emissions, destruction of once preserved land for 
immediate gain, floating islands of trash in the ocean, and the of re-evaluation of what constitutes an 
"endangered species," Wright's views and designs are more relevant than ever. 
 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you." 

Remembering Frank Lloyd Wright 
Taken from our Blog 

Other Frank Lloyd Wright facts: 
 

 His mother decorated his childhood nursery 
with engravings of English cathedrals. 

 In 1909, Wright and Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney eloped, abandoning their spouses, 
children, and lives (including Wright's 
practice) to spend a year together in Europe. 

 In 1914, while Wright was away on business, a 
disgruntled servant at Taliesin set the 
structure’s living quarters on fire before 
murdering seven of the home’s residents, 
including Mamah Borthwick Cheney. 

 Wright distained other architects and refused 
to join the American Institute of Architects 
(AIA). 

 Wright became the father to the modern 
Ranch house when he was asked to design an 
inexpensive home for America's  troops and 
the families they wished to start, following the 
events of World War II. 

 Though little documentation exists, it is said 
that Wright designed dresses for his wife 
Olgivanna and others. 

 Wright was an avid car collector. This 
influenced the ramp design of his final 
design, the Guggenheim. 

 

https://fallingwater.org/
https://franklloydwright.org/taliesin-west/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.houseplans.net/prairie-house-plans/
https://www.guggenheim.org/the-frank-lloyd-wright-building


A New Website! 
 We are currently working on a new website to make it 
easier for our members and guests to keep up to date with the 
goings on, purchase tickets or get detailed information 
(including photos) on upcoming events. We’re working on a blog 
and filling it with historical articles, information on our speakers 
and exhibiting artists. It’s a great place to get in the know AND 
get your historical fix while you wait for the next HistoricaLog.  
Just visit to wchsmuseum.org. 
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Planning a wedding? 
The lawn at Glendower  
is the perfect place to make your vows 

 

Begin your history together, in the presence of history 



Every month at Harmon Museum (105 S. Broadway, Lebanon, OH), we host a hot catered meal followed by a 
talk on a historical topic. The topics vary from month to month but are always presented by a speaker fluent 

on the subject being covered.  For a full list visit wchsmuseum.org and select the month. 

 

SCHEDULE: 11:00am - Seating/Open Museum | 11:30am - Lunch Served | 12:00pm (noon) - Speaker 
The programs usually last one hour. 

There are a limited number of seats so please purchase your tickets before the event. 
$20 for WCHS members or $25 for non-members. (Includes lunch, lecture and museum admission)  

 

Upcoming Topics 
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July 17 
“The Postcard Mysteries” 

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to step into a postcard?  What 
happened to the people there? Where were 
they going and why? Historically accurate 
works of fiction, “the Post Card Mysteries,” 
like the postcards they’re based upon, are 
centered around travel and adventure. 
Humorous and entertaining, “the Post 
Card Mysteries” are quick, smart and 
articulate with a splash of romantic 
escapism.  

Articulate and brimming with enthusiasm, 
Author, Carol Tonnesen will discuss her 
travels, inspiration and writing process.  

 

August 14 
“the Prehistoric Cultures of Fort 

Ancient” 

Fort Ancient is a truly world class 
Anthropology/Archaeology site surrounded 
by geological features such as glacial 
deposits, rich soils, diverse rocks,  

 

abundant fossils and a nearby national 
scenic river – the Little Miami.  How did 
these things influence the Hopewell and 
Fort Ancient Native American cultures that 
lived in and around this prehistoric  
enclosure?  Speaker J. Todd Stephenson 
is a volunteer geological advisor for the 
Fort Ancient Earthworks and Nature 
Preserve in nearby Oregonia, Ohio. 

 

September 18 
“Little Miami: Scenic River” 

The 1968 Wild and Scenic River Act 
designated portions of the Little Miami 
River as Ohio's first National Wild and 
Scenic River. On April 23, 1969, part 
of Little Miami became Ohio's first State 
Scenic River. The remainder of the river 
was added to the State Scenic River in 
1971. We’ll discuss what this means, how 
it happened and how, by promoting the 
protection of the Little Miami River, 
stimulating the public interest in it, and 
encouraging the preservation of the 
heritage, cleanup and restoration, we can 
protect the Little Miami River for the next 
50 years. 

Bootstrap Business Lunch 
 

Harmon Museum announces a new lunch time program, Stories of the Bootstraps, a series of 
lectures by local entrepreneurs who started business that have not only prospered but survived 

through more than one generation. The talk is accompanied by a catered buffet. 
  

August 21st 
George Leasure and his family lead off the series with their story of GMI, Inc. a business 

founded by George and his wife Mary Alice in the kitchen of their home. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_River
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